Background: In recent years, deep learning algorithms have outperformed the state-of-the art methods in several areas such as computer vision, speech recognition thanks to the efficient methods for training and for preventing overfitting, advancement in computer hardware and the availability of vast amount data. The high performance of multi-task deep neural networks in drug discovery has attracted the attention to deep learning algorithms in the bioinformatics area. Protein function prediction is a crucial research area where more accurate prediction methods are still needed. Here, we proposed a hierarchical multi-task deep neural network architecture based on Gene Ontology (GO) terms as a solution to the protein function prediction problem and investigated various aspects of the proposed architecture by performing several experiments.
Background
Functional annotation of proteins is a crucial research area for understanding molecular mechanism of living-beings, identification of disease-causing functional changes and for discovering novel drugs. Traditionally, functions of proteins are determined by in vivo experiments and expert curators annotate gene and protein records in biological databases using the information in the literature produced by these experiments. However, experimental and manual curation efforts are not feasible due to the continuous growth of gene and protein sequence data [1] . Therefore, accurate computational methods have been sought to help annotating functions of proteins.
The Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium provides a controlled vocabulary to classify attributes of proteins based on representative terms, referred as "GO terms" [2] . Gene Ontology system divides the protein functions into three main categories: molecular function, biological process and cellular component. The functions are represented in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure based on inheritance relationships among the terms. Several GO term-based protein function prediction methods have been proposed in the last decade to automatically annotate proteins using machine learning and statistical analysis techniques [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, considering the prediction performances of the current methods, it can be stated that there is still room for significant improvements in protein function prediction area. For example, Critical Assessment of Protein Function Annotation (CAFA) is an initiative, whose aim is the large-scale evaluation of protein function prediction methods based on GO terms [8, 9] and the results of the first two CAFA challenges showed that protein function prediction is still a challenging area.
Neural networks are a set of nonlinear classifiers that are inspired from biological nervous systems which take feature vectors as input and apply nonlinear transformations. Neural networks consist of an input layer, an output layer and one or more intermediate layers called hidden layers. Each layer includes a number of nodes which are connected to the nodes of the next layer via a system of weighted connections. Deep learning (i.e. deep neural networks -DNNs) algorithms can be considered as a collection of artificial neural networks that have multiple hidden layers, which take low level input features as input and build more and more complex features at each subsequent layer. Deep learning algorithms became popular in recent years thanks to the improvements in the computational power, which made the practical applications possible. Furthermore, they became an industry standard in fields such as computer vision and speech recognition [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Recently, it was shown that deep learning algorithms outperformed the state-of-the-art methods in various research areas including bioinformatics and cheminformatics [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . With the development of new techniques to avoid problems such as overfitting, application of deep neural networks became more popular and feasible. Multi-task deep neural networks is designed for classification of instances for multiple tasks in a single model [20] . In multi-task deep neural networks, after a number of iterations, the outputs of the final layer of the deep neural network is fed to a non-linear function in order to calculate the probability of the query instance to have the corresponding task. Applications of multi-task deep neural networks provided significant performance increase on ligand-based drug discovery, which is similar to the protein function prediction in terms of the problem definition [19, 21] . In drug discovery, the aim is to find possible interacting drug like compounds for a given protein target, where each protein may have more than one ligand [22] . In protein function prediction, the aim is to find possible GO term associations for a given protein where each protein may have multiple functions. Therefore, both problems can be formalized in a similar manner.
Several important properties of deep learning architectures have been reported, making DNNs suitable to be applied to the protein function prediction problem. First of all, deep learning algorithms inherently build relationships between multiple targets, therefore they are suitable for multi-task learning by building complex features from the raw input data in a hierar-chical manner. Secondly, shared hidden units among the targets enhance the prediction results of the targets having low number of training samples, therefore, had positive impact on performance significantly. Protein function prediction can be considered as a multi-label classification since each protein may have multiple functional associations and it can be formulated as multi-task learning where a single model is created to predict multiple protein functions at once. To the best of our knowledge, as of today, deep learning algorithms have not been applied to the large-scale protein function prediction problem.
In this study, we propose a hierarchical deep learning solution, DEEPred, in order to automatically predict the functions of proteins using GO terms. In machine leaning applications, the structure of the computational systems often require problem-specific data pre-processing and post-processing steps to provide reliable predictions [23, 24] . Here, we also present a hierarchical evaluation method as a post-processing of predictions, based on the structure of GO DAG. DEEPred provides a solution to GO term-based protein function prediction problem using multi-task deep neural networks with the aim of producing more accurate functional predictions for target protein sequences.
Methods

Dataset Construction
Training dataset was created using UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database protein sequences. UniProt supports each functional annotation with one of the 21 different evidence codes, which indicate the source of the particular annotation. In this study, we used annotations with manual curation or experimental evidences (i.e. EXP, IDA, IPI, IMP, IGI and IEP), which are considered to be highly reliable. After the extraction of the annotations with manual/experimental evidence codes, we propagated the annotations to the parents of the corresponding GO term according to the "true path rule", which defines an inheritance relationship between GO terms [2] . Proteins that were annotated with the corresponding GO term or with one of its children terms were included in the positive training dataset of the corresponding GO term. We constructed multiple training datasets based on the number of protein associations of GO terms. For example, one of our training dataset includes all GO terms that have more than or equal to 50 protein associations. We created six different datasets where GO terms in each dataset have more than 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and finally 500 protein associations. For each training dataset, we applied a hierarchical training method individually, which is explained in the following section.
DEEPred Architecture for Protein Function Prediction
In the first step of the training phase of DEEPred, protein sequences that were associated by each GO term were determined. We used a modified version of subsequence profile map (SPMap) method to generate feature vectors for proteın sequences [25] . SPMap method consists of three main modules, which are feature extraction module, clustering module and probabilistic profile construction module. In the feature extraction module, all fixed-length subsequences are extracted from positive training sequences. In the clustering module, extracted subsequences are grouped using a clustering method similar to hierarchical clustering based on BLOSUM-62 matrix for a specified similarity threshold. Once subsequences are clustered, obtained clusters are transformed into probabilistic profiles. Finally, protein sequences are converted into feature vectors based on the distribution of their subsequences over the generated probabilistic profiles. The original SPMap method constructs a profile for each GO term individually, using positive and negative training sequences of the corresponding GO term. This results in protein feature vectors with varying sizes. In this study, we modified the SPMap algorithm and generated a single reference probabilistic profile using all training sequences that were annotated by all GO terms belonging to a GO category. Subsequently, for each GO category, all training and test sequences were converted into feature vectors based on the generated reference probabilistic profile of the corresponding category. Therefore, each protein sequence was represented by a fixed-dimensional feature vector for all models in a GO category. After obtaining the feature vectors, we applied the hierarchical training procedure as follows: levels of GO terms were first identified on GO DAG for each GO category. GO terms were separated into groups based on their levels where each group corresponds to GO terms belonging to a specific level on the GO hierarchy. The main objective of this approach is to create a multi-task deep neural network model for each level (Figure 1 ). This way, only the functional terms with the same level of specificity (i.e. semantically comparable) are included in the same model. In some cases, number of protein associations of GO terms within a level were highly variable; therefore, we created subgroups to avoid bias, where each subgroup included the GO terms having similar number of annotations. This procedure resulted in the generation of 269 different models for all GO categories. Following the generation of the models, each model was trained using the feature vectors of the proteins annotated with the corresponding GO terms of that model. An example multi-task deep neural networks is shown in Figure 2 . Here, a task corresponds to a GO term, therefore, when a query sequence is fed to our trained multitask deep neural networks models as input, we obtain probabilities for the query protein to be associated with the corresponding GO terms (i.e. to possess the function defined by the corresponding GO terms), simultaneously. We omitted some of the GO terms on the top of the GO hierarchy which are extremely generic and non-informative (e.g. GO:0005488 -Binding). One of the main problems of deep learning algo- Figure 2 : Multi-task deep neural network model for the Nth level on a GO category. There are M GO terms in this level and each task corresponds to a GO term on the corresponding level. First a multi-task deep neural network model was created using features extracted from training sequences that were annotated by the GO terms to be trained. Subsequently, test sequences were fed to the system to get prediction scores for each GO term. rithms is overfitting. Several approaches were proposed to avoid overfitting during the training of deep neural networks [26, 27] . One of the most pop-ular methods to avoid overfitting is the dropout technique [27] . Dropout technique randomly removes some neurons from different layers, along with their connections, with the aim of obtaining a more generalized model. In this study, we trained our multi-task deep neural using the dropout technique. In this study, we created several multi-task feed-forward deep neural network models with different parameters for number of hidden layers, number of neurons, learning rate and drop-out rate and we used the best performing models for each level. Number of neurons at each hidden layer ranged from 500 to 5000. Learning rate parameters ranged from 0.001 to 0.1 and drop-out rate parameters ranged from 0.3 to 0.8. Construction of multiple models allowed us to optimize the parameters for each model in order to increase the classification performance. We used TensorFlow for training models and all computations were distributed on 2500 CPU cores [28] .
Defining the thresholds
DEEPred calculates a score for each trained GO term within a model, which represents the probability of an input protein possessing the function particularly defined by the corresponding GO term. Therefore, we needed to determine thresholds, to be able to indicate that the input protein received a prediction (i.e. when its score exceeds the threshold). For this purpose, we calculated F-score values for different thresholds to determine the performance of the system. We considered each GO term separately within a model and determined an individual threshold for each GO term. Subsequently, we presented average performances of GO terms for each training set.
Hierarchical Evaluation of Overall System Performance Based on Structure of the System
We implemented a methodology to provide predictions considering all levels of GO hierarchy, at the same time (i.e. considering the scores received for the parents of a GO term as well). This way, we aimed to reduce the potential false positive hits. For this purpose, first we topologically sorted the GO DAG for each category and determined all possible paths from each GO term to the root of the corresponding category. When a protein sequence was given as input to our method, it was first converted into a feature vector and fed to all trained models to obtain the prediction scores. Subsequently, starting from the most specific level of GO, we checked whether the prediction score of the query protein was greater than the previously calculated thresholds. If the prediction score of a target GO term is greater than its threshold, then we check the scores of its parents on all paths to the root. If the scores of the majority of parents are greater than the calculated thresh-olds, we present the case as a positive prediction (Figure 3 ). This way, we provided a GO term prediction only when the corresponding prediction is consistent with the scores of its parent terms. Figure 3 : Calculating the prediction for a query protein sequence for GO:1 on a hypothetical GO DAG. Each node corresponds to a GO term. When a query protein is given as input to the system, first a prediction score is calculated for each trained GO term for the query protein. The blue colored GO terms represent the GO terms whose prediction scores are over the precalculated threshold values whereas the red colored GO terms represent the GO terms whose prediction scores are below the pre-calculated threshold values. To provide a prediction for the target GO term, we search for all possible paths from the target GO term to the root of the GO DAG. If the prediction scores of the majority of the GO terms on one of the paths are higher than the pre-calculated thresholds (in the figure, shaded green path), we present the target GO term as a positive prediction for the input sequence.
Evaluation Metrics
We used F-score, precision and recall measures to evaluate performances of the system. TP, FP, TN and FN represents true positive, false positive, true negative and false negative, respectively.
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To evaluate overall system performance of the system using the proposed hierarchical evaluation method, we used Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC).
3 Results
Training Dataset Construction
We constructed 6 different training datasets based on the annotated protein counts of GO terms as described in Methods Section. The number of GO levels, the total number GO terms and the total number of annotations for training dataset (annotations with manual experimental evidence codes) and for all evidence codes are presented in Table 1 . Number of levels decreases as the number of annotation count increases, since specific GO terms have less number of annotations. 
Evaluation of GO Level Specific performances
Level specific performance results (y-axis) for different datasets (x-axis) are given as line plots and box plots in Figure 4 with individual plots for each GO category. As observed from Figure 4 , F-score values are highly variable between 0.15 and 1.0 for different models. As observed from line plots (Figure 4A) , there is no correlation between GO levels and performance of the system; however, increasing the training set sizes elevates the classification performance for all GO categories. Box plots ( Figure 4B ) also show that the performance variance at each GO level decreases with the increasing training set sizes, for MF and CC categories. In Figure 4 , level specific performances were given and number of GO terms at each level highly varies among levels. Therefore, average GO term performances cannot be deducted from Figure  4 . The average performances of models for each training set is given in Table 2. Each column in Table 2 corresponds to average F-Score values of GO terms belonging to a particular training dataset. The correlation between the training sample size and performance is also visible in this table. 
Evaluation of the performance when the training sets are enriched with electronic annotations
In UniProtKB/SwissProt, only 1% of annotations have manual experimental evidence codes. The remaining annotations have the other 15 evidence codes and these annotations are considered as less reliable annotations. Here, we investigated the performance change when all annotations were included in training. Our first objective was to investigate whether deep learning algorithms can handle noisy data. Second, we wanted to observe how the performances of GO terms were affected when training was performed using annotations with all evidence codes. To perform this experiment, we first chose the MF GO terms whose annotation count was increased at least four times when annotations with all evidence codes were added. There were 20 MF GO terms which satisfied this condition. Subsequently, training was performed with the updated training data and individual performances of the GO terms were evaluated. Training data size and performance values are given in Table 3 . We divided GO terms into two main categories as high performance GO terms and low performance GO terms based on their performances when the system was trained only with annotations having manual experimental evidence codes. Rows highlighted with bold characters represent the GO terms whose performances were significantly decreased and increased, respectively. The remaining GO terms are the ones for which we did not observe significant performance change. Results showed that performing training with all annotations significantly increased the performances of the low performed GO terms. However, including all annotations in training of high performed GO terms decreased their performances in some of the investigated cases. 
Evaluation of Overall System Performance
In order to calculate the overall evaluation of the performance, we considered the system as a whole and applied the hierarchical evaluation method that was described in the previous section. We evaluated the overall system performance using the models that were trained by the GO terms which have at least 500 annotations. We used a separate test dataset that was not used in the training phase of the system. Test dataset includes both positive and negative protein sequences for each model. We fed all test proteins to all the models and evaluated the system performance using Matthews correlation coefficient. We first evaluated the performance without using hierarchical evaluation method and the performance was calculated as 0.46, 0.34 and 0.32 for molecular function, biological process and cellular component categories, respectively. When we employed the hierarchical evaluation method, the overall system performance was calculated as 0.75, 0.49 and 0.63 for molecular function, biological process and cellular component categories, respectively. 
Discussion
In this study, we described DEEPred method for predicting protein functions using multi-task deep neural networks. We trained several DNN models using 6 training datasets containing GO terms with differing number of training samples and the best performing models were selected. Our level specific ( Figure 4 ) and overall performance (Table 4 ) evaluation results showed that there is a general trend of performance increase with the increasing number of training samples which means that including GO terms with small number of protein associations in our models decreases the overall performance ( Figure 4) . Therefore, training data size is one of the key factors that affects the performance in deep learning algorithms. We also investigated if there is a relationship between levels of GO terms (i.e. GO terms describing specific functions at the leaf nodes as opposed to terms describing broad functions close to the root of the GO graph) on a GO DAG and their classification performances. Figure 4A (line plots) showed that there is no correlation between GO levels and classification performance. In addition, we observed that the variance of the performances between different GO levels decreases as the training dataset size increases for molecular function and cellular component categories ( Figure 4B ). For biological process category, performance also increases with increasing GO training dataset sizes, however the variance is relatively higher, whose main reason may be attributed to the biological process GO terms representing metabolic processes (e.g. GO:0006099 -tricarboxylic acid cycle) that involves several events which is hard to associate with a sequence signature. Figure 4B also showed that performance variances of cellular component GO terms is less than the molecular function and biological process category. The reason for observing less variance in cellular component category could be that the hierarchy between cellular comportment GO terms (cellular comportments) is inherently available within cells which results in better defined hierarchical relationships between cellular component GO terms. Overall performance evaluation results indicated that the performance of the proposed architecture was satisfactory (Table 4) . Since the system considers the prediction scores of the parents of a GO term for the query protein in order to avoid false positive hits (i.e. the hierarchical evaluation procedure), the provided predictions can be considered as reliable, and this is reflected on the performance values as elevated precision measurements (Table 4) . In most of the protein function prediction methods, training is performed using only the annotations with experimental evidence codes in order to avoid potential error propagation. The disadvantage of this approach is that most GO terms have a few number of annotated proteins, which is not sufficient for a machine learning model training. Therefore, the functions defined by these terms cannot be predicted by automated methods. One solution would be including the annotations with non-experimental evidence codes such as the electronic annotations (i.e. the annotations produced by other automated methods). For example, the number of GO terms that have more than 50 protein associations is calculated as 627 when we only considered the annotations with manual experimental evidence codes. However, when we considered the annotations with all evidence codes, the number of GO terms that have more than 50 protein associations became 2143. Thus, if the annotations with all evidences are included, we can provide predictions for more GO terms. The downside of adding annotations with non-experimental evidence codes to the training dataset is that false positive samples may have been incorporated into the training sets, which would result in error propagation. We investigated the performance change when the annotations with all evidence codes were included for training, and its performance results were compared to the ones when the training was performed using only the annotations with manual experimental evidence codes (Table 3) . Evaluation results showed that the accuracy over the initially low performed GO terms were increased significantly, which indicates that deep learning algorithms are tolerant to noise in the learning data. Therefore, annotations from other evidence codes can be included in the training of low performed GO terms, where there is still room for significant performance improvement. However, including less reliable annotations in the training set of initially high performed GO terms decreased the performance for a portion of them. Nevertheless, there was no room for any performance improvement for these GO terms.
Finally, we employed a hierarchical evaluation method to provide more accurate predictions by taking the prediction scores of the parents of the target GO term into account, along with the score of the target term. The evaluation results indicated that the recall values were relatively decreased and the precision scores were increased when we employed the hierarchical evaluation procedure, resulting in an increased overall performance (i.e. MCC) of the system (Table 4 ). The reason for such performance results was that the number of false positive hits decreased significantly, which was a sig-nificant factor affecting the overall performance before the employment of hierarchical evaluation.
Conclusions
Deep learning algorithms have been shown to be useful in various fields and shown to enhance the prediction results, however, to the best of our knowledge it was not applied to protein function prediction area at a large-scale.
Here, we proposed a hierarchical deep neural network architecture for the prediction of functions using GO terms. The proposed study had three main objectives: (i) to investigate the potential of deep learning techniques for protein function prediction; (ii) to reveal the relationship among the performance of the system and various parameters of the system such as the size of the training datasets for each class, functional term specificity in terms of the different levels of GO; and (iii) to investigate the performance change when the annotations with low reliability (i.e. the ones that possess nonexperimental evidence codes) are also included in the training of the system, in order to enrich the training sets. The proposed level specific architecture is successful to discriminate the functions of proteins. In addition, considering the parents of the GO terms when producing the predictions yielded a higher performance in terms of precision. Our results demonstrated that deep learning can be employed to significantly improve the performance of prediction (F-score 0.75) for hard to predict GO categories such as the biological process and the cellular component, especially when the training set sizes are sufficiently large (¿ 500 proteins). Average F-Score values showed that including GO terms with lower number of protein associations decreases the overall performance. Since deep learning algorithms are reported to be able to handle noisy data, less reliable annotations can be incorporated to the training to elevate the accuracy of the GO terms with low performances; however, this addition decreases the performance of high-performing models in some cases. It was also displayed that the overall system performance increases by performing the proposed hierarchical evaluation procedure. As a conclusion, we showed that deep learning techniques has a significant potential in automated protein function prediction. As future work, our aim is to further investigate the model behavior under different circumstances and to optimize the models to provide DEEPred as an open-access tool to the research community. We also plan to apply deep learning algorithms for automated protein function prediction using feature vectors obtained from protein descriptors as well as from various types of functional annotations from other biological data sources that are cross-referenced in UniProt database (i.e. structural information, PPIs, phylogeny, protein families/domains and classifications, gene expression data, chemistry information, etc.). The features playing a critical role in the predictions will be further investigated and will be selected in combination to finalize the models. The trained models will be employed to produce large scale functional associations for the whole recorded protein space using GO terms, EC numbers, keywords, comments, pathway information and others.
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